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The Transfer Student: an Institutional Variable
in the Analysis of Junior Year College Marks

Transfer students have become an increasing and persistent problem for the

four-year college and university. Trent and Medsker (1968) have indicated that

more than one-third of a national sample of students who entered college in 1959

changed institutions at least once. Medsker (1960) further indicated that more

than four out of every ten students who attended community colleges had success-

fully transferred to four-year institutions. In view of the rapidly increasing

number of community colleges and their growing population of students, as well as

the increasing mobility of college students in four-year institutions, these

institutions must make plans to deal with a new upper-division populatiole

Community colleges have a stake in the transfer situation, While four -

year college avd university administrators have begun to pteeceive the community

college as a necessary adjunct to the state education system and as a means of

relieving the ever growing admissions pressure, the community college sees its

reputation and status in the community closely tied to the success of ite trans-

fer students. If its transfer students are not accepted for admission oe if they

do not achieve adequate college marks and eventual graduation, the community

college's sources of local support are likely to diminish. (Blocker, Plummer,

and Richardson, 1965) On an institutional basis, the two-year college has a large

stake in the smooth assimilation of the transfer student into the four-year college

and university,

Even if the community college transfer student was not a major factor in the

transfer process, the four-year college or university would have to face the

problems created by student mobility. Many students change institutions in the

course of their college career. Schell (1970 has pointed out that almost 'fifty

percent of the students voluntarily withdrawing from a state college indicate

their plans to transfer to another institution. Many others plan to withdraw for



limited periede of time to solve personal or family peohlees end ehen to teak

admission to another institution. The mobility of student 5u consistent wieh the

vocational and geographic mobility of their parents. (Jencks and Riesman,

This new mobility has forced colleges and universities to consider new patterns of

admissione, new upper-division curricula, and new approaches to orientation,

Wrenn (1963) challenged the four-year institutions tce

Provide orientation and adjustment services for transfer students that
are equal in quality and extensiveness to those provided for freshmen.

. Transfer students. .are perceived as juniors, or sephrmores as
the case may be and expected to be as institutionally and academically
knowledgeable as native juniors. Of course, they are not; they are
freshmen in every sense of the word . o (p. 161)

The literature abounds with recent studies that attempt to shed light on the

transfer process and the relationships between the characteristics of the success -

ful transfer students and their less successful counterparts. Young (1964) an,1

Lunneborg and Lunneborg (1967) have indicated that the community collet,e grade-

point-average is a less effective predictor of transfer success than is a combin-

ation of high school average and standardized teat results. Lunneborg and

Lunneborg (1967) also attempted to determine the effect of the comnunity college

characterists on the grade- point - average of transfer students. Hills (1965)

reviewed the literature to determine the differences in achievement between trans-

fer students and native students cad concluded that no consistent differences were

established. Other studies (Trent and Medsker, 1968) have focused on patterns of

flow and attrition rates and have reached similar conclusions. Finally studies

have been made of the sociological characteristics of transfer students

(Anthony, 1964) and personality characteristics of transfer students. (Trent and

Medsker, 1965) While these studies have provided valuable information in the

development of the screening function of admissions, the variables studied are of

little use in the development of orientation and adjustment programs.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the college marks of stedents, erens-

fer and eative, to determine the relationship botmeen marks and traeser states,

sex, conege division, and major field of study and their interaction in olelee fel

determine if these variables were related to student achievement. This study

tended to focus on two institutional characteristics, division and me.jor field, and

to provide data on the joint relationship of variables.

METHOD

One hundred and tmenty-eighe junior students attendiro. the State Univeesty

of Nee; Yoek, College of Arts and Sciences at Oswego were randomly seleeted From the

official roster of the College for the spring 1969 semester, Eight sJe,dents weee

selected to represent each of the sixteen possible combinations of the four inde-

pendent variables. The semester grade-point-average for each of these full-time

students was then obtained from the official records of the Co/lege.

The independent variables (transfer status, sex, division, and field of study)

were selected because of their apparent relationship to the achievement of stedents,

their reliability and accessibility, and their potential impact on the campus

community.

Transfer students were defined as those who had completed thirty or more

semester hours at another institution. Native students were defined es chose wo

had completed less than six semester hours at another institution.

Students in the Division of Arts and Sciences were defined as those who had

indicated this option at the spring semester registration. Students who were in

the Division of Professional Studies were defined as those who had indicated their

placement in elementary, secondary, or industrial arts education at the registra-

tion for the spring semester,

Students majoring in the field of science mere those who indicated that their

major (Arts and Science) or concentration (Professitnnal Studies) as ostroncmye
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SOURCE

A Trartsf e't stlius 0

B Sex 3-1269 ",Y.6...1269 2,ZO

C Divi s.inn 0.0061
_
:_ 0,0:361

D Major 1,9577 1 1.9577 503
A X B 0,0429 1 0.0429 0,11
A :': C 1,8745 1 1,8745
A MD 0,2083 1 0.2088 0.54
B X C 0,0410 1 0,0410 0.n
B X D 0,2/88 1 0,2168 0.56
C X D 1,4175 1 1.4175 3,64
AXBXC 0,5370 1 0,5370 1,33
AX3XD 0,0671 1 0.0671 0,17
A X C X D 0,5370 1 0,5370 J.,38

B X C X 0 0.0382 1 0,0382 0.10
AX112.CXD 0,0660 1 0.0560 0.17

Within 43,5033 112 0,3894

Total 51.9045 127

.f..)

.00
03

.0

.00

.00

,02

.00

.00

F):

* p / 0,05

Non-science majors had a significant1 y. higher grade-point-average thil 0.1d

science majors (mean CPA's of 2.73 and 2,48 respectively). This diff:!rence vias

independent of the other variables and accounted for three percent of the tntal

variance of spring 1969 semester marks for juniors,

There was a statistically significant interaction between the transfer status

and the division in which they were enrolled, TABLE 2 presents the mean grade-point-

average for the four groups involved.
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Frofesoional Studin,s. Trees f' szedco than thoix cf,.unterarts

in the Division or rl:-.Fessinal Studies our rhc,1: --les are reversed in AVt3

tbey did not reach statist ially 2inifltsqt thr'
factors tl :3ccounted for rnm rytWortl.r:fl o therh ienc of student marl,:s,

An iw:craction betmeen mair field and division accoud for two prcent of the

variance tnd sex accounted for one percent of the ,,Yericoce. Both of these effects

;oere unrelated to the transfer StattaG of students..

In essencc, the independent variabes selected for this stud' accounted for

nine percent :if the variance in the grade-pcAnt-average of the students in the

sample

DISCUSSION

These data indicate that the institutional variables do have soae eff,?,ct on

the college marks of s.tuderts, In this instance the selection of a Division made

a considerable difference in the achievement of transfer students and their

native c*unterparts. These data do not supply any insight into th reasons that

these differences exist, but they are indicative of the fact that transfer stud-
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On basis of thiJ; 6fl;.:(td7,i it sfN:m m;eble to coucinde that

1. Generalizable statr_tmens th,.2 ;...c.hievernent difference,s

between transfer and native students are at best, 1:.1.1uous.

2, Institutional_ variables do effect the achievemqnt of trans-
fer students,

3. Co::tain institutional variables have co same effect on
transfer students as thny do on native students.

4. Oricatatiem and adjustment programs mitht fruitfully con-
centrate some of their efforts on. helping the transfer
student to adjust to the \mrying demands of the Divisions.

5. Further studies should be carried *ut to determine the
effect of other institutional variables an the achieve-
mnt of transfer students with special attention paid
to the interaction of transfer status with these
variables.

One hundred and twenty-eight students were randomly selected according to

their transfer status, sex, division, and field of study The marks they had

earned during the spring semester of their junior year were analyzed to deter-

mine the effect of each factor and the interaction of thin factors.. Statistic-

ally significant differences were found betueen the marks of science majors and

non-science majors.. A significant interaction between transfer status and

division was also observed.
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